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in: Games, Chronicles of Darkness Edit Share This article discusses an environment formerly known as the new World of Darkness. For other settings called The World of Darkness, see The Classic World of Darkness or Monte Cook's World of Darkness. The Chronicles of Darkness (CofD),[1] formerly known as The World of Darkness or (informally) The New World of Darkness (nWOD), is a modern
Gothic horror setting and storytelling game that uses the Storytelling System. It presents the image of the modern world through dark glass: more dangerous, less caring and filled with monsters of human and inhuman varieties. Review[edit | editing source] Designed to be flexible and provide a multitude of horror stories, The World of Darkness is (deliberately) a bit obscure. The taste text in CofD: World of
Darkness: Storytelling System Rulebook presents opportunities for stories that clearly bind to traditional werewolf and vampire stories, and includes a lengthy section on ghosts and ghost stories. However, other pieces of fiction present the possibilities of demonic antagonists, occult stories and unexplained oddities. Basically, there is no myth of over-riding such as in games such as Call of Cthulhu or
Unknown Armies. Although the setting was described as one of dark mysteries, fear and meathing symbolism, the narrator was ultimately left open to construct stories within himself. Differences from Classic WOD[edit | edit source] CofD: World of Darkness: Storytelling System Rulebook The CofD: World of Darkness: Storytelling System Rulebook was the first reboot book for the Dark World setting.
Premiered in Vampire: The Masquerade in 1991. Although the basic setting is similar, there are some important differences between the two settings. Gothic-Punk vs. Modern Gothic — The Classic World of Darkness setting is described as gothic-Punk, blending decaying Gothic visuals and mood with brash punk attitude and energy. The new setting is instead described as modern Gothic, focusing instead
on dark Gothic images and mood, pushing punk in the description to optional element rather than focus. Codified vs. Undefined — As mentioned above, the new World of Darkness is assumed to be incomplete, and Narrator is expected to create new content and explanations for events within its games. By contrast, the previous setting assumed greater uniformity, with all events attributed to the existing
force. Global vs. Local — The Old World of Darkness has often represented creatures and groups of global power, capable of following characters around the world and influencing change around the world. The new World of Darkness tends to localize power, assuming creatures and groups that can strongly influence cities, with less influence to influence countries and international events. This Has fallen
in the second edition, with tiers allowing personal, metropolitan, global or cosmic play on a level. Different lines tend to focus on certain levels. One Game, One Book vs. Core Rulebook plus Setting — Games set in the old World of Darkness were self-deprecating, presenting enough information to describe the World of Darkness along with the whole rules. In contrast, the games set up in the new lineup
refer to CofD: World of Darkness: Storytelling System Rulebook for basic setting and basic rules. Such an approach is no longer the case in the second edition, with the underlying books containing a full set of rules. Player selection vs. Choice of characters - In the original World of Darkness, the choice of players in character creation was sometimes irresistible, with an increasing selection of stains (e.g.
Masquerade clans, bloodlines and legacies). New games generally simplify this with 5 x 5: five inherent supernatural types (e.g. Requiem clans) and five voluntarily merged (or discarded) groups (e.g. These are the only choices available when creating characters. Specific refinements or modifications for types of stains (e.g. bloodlines) can be joined or even created by characters, but only after they have
grown enough in power and often involve some personal sacrifice, putting the focus on character choice. This approach is no longer the case in The Second Edition (and was not the case for Changeling the Lost), with all the specific types now available when creating characters. One World, Many Games vs. One World, One Game - In the original, it was difficult for players and storytellers to have more
than one type of supernatural in the game because there were different rules for each supernatural. The new line-up contains one fundamental set of game mechanics that applies to everything and the rules for the abilities of different supernatural ones are built from this basic set of rules. In other words, while it was difficult to have vampire and werewolf players in the same game in the original without a
skilled narrator, it's easy to do so in a new environment. This approach is optional in Section Edition, with a worldwide reference to a defined and specific Chronicle at the end of each basic book covering different locations, with all games overlapping in Tokyo. Chronicles of Darkness Scenarios[edit | edit source] Chronicles of Darkness symbol In addition to being a game line in itself, featuring mortal people
exploring the unknown, the New World of Darkness is a common setting for a number of additional lines of play. The lines of the game 'Big Three', which have open runs, are: In addition to the above lines, further games are published semi-annual in a limited format, with one basic rule book and a set number of plugins (similar to Orpheus for the classical world of darkness). Six such games have been
released so far: Second Edition[edit | edit source] The second edition of The World of Darkness has been published with The Chronicle in 2013. Several rules have been overhauled, and the old lines of the game have been updated. New lines of play, like Demon: The Descent, will be made with new rules from the God-machine chronicle in mind. Although initially containing a unique naming scheme to
identify new versions, it was announced at GenCon 2014 that the games would be renamed, including those already released. Instead of The [X] Chronicle the game will only keep the original name with Second Edition attached to the end. [2] Ex: Vampire: The Requiem Second Edition Mortal Remains: A playbook that updates Hunter: The Vigil to include policy updates from the God-machine chronicles, as
well as other supernatural races (Prometheus, Changelings, Geisti, Mummies, and Demons). Published in April 2014 Chronicles of Darkness[edit | edit source] After Paradox Interactive's purchase of The White Wolf and the World of Darkness in 2015, Paradox unveiled its plans to create One World of Darkness, uniting all fans and versions of the World of Darkness under one umbrella. In December of that
year, the new World of Darkness saw its name changed to the Chronicles of Darkness to be completely different from the classical World of Darkness. Onyx Path will continue to produce new Material for CoD Setting (including the aforementioned other releases and new game lines), and Paradox's re-established White Wolf studio will develop new releases of the classic World of Darkness setting in-
house. See also[edit | edit source] Mortals skull Chronicles of Darkness books World of Darkness timeline References[edit source] Games Chronicles of Darkness Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. in: Chronicles of the Darkness Book, 2004 editions of Edit Share by Justin Achilli, Andrew Bates, Philippe Boulle, Carl Bowen, Bill Bridges, Dean Burnham, John
Chambers, Ken Cliffe, Conrad Hubbard, Mike Lee, Chris McDonough, Matthew McFarland, Ethan Skemp, Richard Thomas, Mike Tinney, Stephan Wieck, Stewart Wieck and Fred Yelk Bill Bridges, Rick Chillot, Ken Cliffe and Mike Lee Bill Bridges and Ken Cliffe Thom , Sam Araya , Tim Bradstreet, Jeremy Jarvis, Becky Jollensten, Michael Kaluta, David Leri, Jason Manley, Mark Nelson, Jean-Sebastien
Rossbach, Greg Ruth, Christopher Shy, Durwin Talon, Josh Timbrook, Rich Thomas and Jamie Tolugson Anna Harper, Katie McCaskill, Matt Milberger White Wolf Publishing, Inc. ISBN 1-58846-476-8ISBN 1-58846-484-9 DriveThruRPG.com Print: $19.99Digital: $14.99 World of Darkness: The Storytelling System Ordinance is a fundamental rule book for the New World of Darkness game line, now known
as the Chronicles of Darkness. It has since been replaced by a revised and improved second edition, the Dark Chronicles Ordinance: a revised storytelling system. Summary[edits | source of editing] From the white wolf catalogue: Where shadows grow for a long time We live our days completely ignorant of the real fears lurking around us. Only rarely our Pull the veil of shadows and discover the horror in
our midst. These views in the supernatural can cause us to retreat into comforting lies - 'There are no such things as monsters' - or arouse our morbid curiosity. Only a few, however, can overcome their fear and dare to look deeper. Leave Hope Everyone who enters the Dark World Ordinance introduces a version of our modern world in which the supernatural is real. Players join in tales of mystery and
horror, where the theme, mood and plot are more important to the character's experiences than his weapons or equipment. Inside are the rules for creating characters, solving tasks, fighting and any activity your character tries while turning into a shadow. Chapters[edit | edit source] Prologue[edit | edit source] A short story involving a transcription of strange events written by a mysterious author living in a
motel. Chapter 1: Secret History[| Edit Source] Introduction to the World of Darkness. This chapter contains a summary of the rules of the new storytelling system, as well as character creation rules and glossary terms. Chapter 2: Attributes[| Edit Source] Includes attributes that control character actions. It explains what each attribute should represent and lists some common reels, such as information
memory and perception checks. Chapter 3: Skills[edit | edit source] This chapter explains the skills within the World of Darkness and, like a chapter, explains before what each skill represents and lists some common reels that include skills. Chapter 4: Benefits[Edit | Editing Source] The mechanics of the World of Darkness are explained in this chapter, which includes, among others, the mechanics of health,
willpower, virtue and vice. Chapter 5: Credits[| Edit Source] List of Merits Contained in the Policy. The credits are divided into three parts based on their ruling attribute. Chapter 6: Dramatic Systems[| Source Editing] This chapter covers the systems used when playing in The World of Darkness. Contains useful information for both Narrator and player. Chapter 7: Combat[| Source Editing] An overview of a
new combat system used in the World of Darkness. He explains the mechanics of combat as well as describing some common combat factors and cites several examples of weapons that can be used in the World of Darkness. Chapter 8: Storytelling[edit | edit source] This section is for Storytellers and can be divided into several sections. The first contains several explanations for parts of the successful
World of Darkness Chronicle, which include, among other things: theme, mood, plot, conflict, etc. It also has some examples of plot and elements of a preliminary story for characters being introduced into the World of Darkness. The second section lists examples of antagonists and hostile types. The final section contains information on ghosts in the World of Darkness and mechanics for in the chronicle.
Background Information[edit | edit source] This is the first book for the World of Darkness line that uses the Storytelling System and the first book of the new World of Darkness to be published after the end of the Classical World of Darkness. The World of Darkness line has since been updated with the God-Machine Chronicle. Although it still requires this rule book, many rules and mechanics have been
overhauled. Memorable Quotes[edit | edit source] There are demonhaunted worlds, regions of extreme darkness. Whoever in life denies the Spirit in that darkness of death. — Isha Upanishad Characters[edits | edit source] Marco Singe, Delhi Prophet of Pain Malcolm Yee, cryptozoologist References[edit | edit source] ^ CofD: World of Darkness: Storytelling System Rulebook p.31 Chronicles of Darkness
books 2004 releases Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Pointed out.
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